The Wondrous Benefits of Grass-Fed Bone Broth

Being a food so ancient and deeply rooted in every culture on earth, bone broth is an indispensable ally that provides many health benefits. The main components present in bone broth are gelatin, various minerals and vitamins.

Minerals
The bones that we put in broth are rich in minerals. Among the most present are calcium, phosphorus and magnesium. Gelatin, being a hydrophilic colloid, is also able to make the minerals more assimilated by the body (6).

Stronger Bones and Joints
Glucosamine and chondroitin sulfate are often prescribed for bone rehabilitation. Glucosamine is one of the most commonly used complementary medicines in Western societies (13). Glucosamine stimulates the production of new collagen and helps repair joints. Note that collagen is found not only in joints, but also bones, skin, hair, arteries and many other places.

Stomach and Intestinal Health
Glycine appears to be able to maintain a high level of glutathione which is a powerful antioxidant against free radicals and therefore is indispensable for the maintenance and regeneration of tissue.

Bone broth seems to be particularly indicated for preventing and fighting many diseases of the digestive system such as ulcers, ulcerative colitis, Crohn's disease and intestinal cysts. Some studies show how many intestinal diseases such as those mentioned above have a common weakness in the defensive barrier of glycosaminoglycans (22), which are present in bone broth. Several studies have been conducted by various researchers showing gelatin to be miraculous in healing infections and intestinal ulcers, diarrhea and problems of nutrient absorption (6).

Glycine also manages to facilitate digestion as it stimulates greater gastric secretion making nutrients easier to assimilate and by preventing infections in the intestinal tract (24).

Better Utilization of Proteins
Researcher Carl Voit, after ten years of studies, concluded that gelatin helps metabolize more protein as it prevents its decomposition when ingested. Kirchmann and Krummacher continued these studies and found that gelatin, even in small quantities,
decreases the decomposition of ingested proteins by more than 60%, making them more available for the organism (6). This aspect makes bone broth a much more nutritious food than you might think.

**Detoxification**
Glycine intervenes in the process of detoxification of the body (26). Other studies show that glycine is effective in the process of alcohol detoxification and is essential for the reduction of oxidative stress (27).

**Younger Looking Skin**
In her book Deep Nutrition (28), Dr. Catherine Shanahan gathered together numerous studies demonstrating that collagen in the form of gelatin lessens not only most of the aging of joints and bones, but also skin and hair. The doctor concludes that the use of bone broth can ensure maximal cell stimulation and generation of tissue. In addition, glycine promotes the action of glutathione, a powerful antioxidant that fights free radicals (29), (30).

**Other Benefits**
Glycine’s interaction with neurotransmitters is able to improve sleep (31) and certain tests found that it was also able to improve memory (32). Again glycine, as well as other amino acids, having potent antioxidant powers, appears to be effective against asthma (33).
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